
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Cosimo Report 

“Shit! I‟m in trouble!” 

Larry Warren 

                            LAEG PAGE 56ffence intended 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This paper is dedicated to those who seek the truth and are not afraid to speak it. 

'Ab actu ad posse valet illation’ 

(From what has happened we may infer what will happen) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

In support of Cosimo publishers decision to suspend distribution of Left at East Gate, I have compiled 

this information to provide supporting evidence for their decision to remove the title permanently on the 

basis that Warren lied about his role in the biggest UFO event on UK soil.  

The multiple claims that Warren makes in Left at East Gate can easily be shown to be fraudulent and 

untrue as the documents presented as genuine evidence by Warren are now evidently identified as being 

fraudulent, created by him in order to back up his verbal claims of being a participant in the Rendlesham 

Forest Incident.  

Points need addressed concerning the ever changing narrative of Mr Warren. There are many different 

individual pieces of information provided by Warren which have been examined and shown to be 

impossible. Other external pieces of information have also been gathered and cross referenced with the 

details provided by Warren in LAEG which do match his narrative within its pages.  
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Background Information 

My name is James Welsh. I am from Glasgow, Scotland.  I am the author of „Corroborating 

Evidence-The UFO Investigation of the Millennium‟. It is a book which covers the multi facetted 

investigation that I conducted into worldwide UFO encounters during December 1999. 

During that time, I experienced multiple close range UFO events over five nights, all occurring 

within a three week period. In 2001, I contacted Ron Halliday and the late Graham Birdsall- two 

of the UK‟s leading Ufologists and came forward with my experiences. After initial 

encouragement from both these men, I was encouraged to investigate my own sightings and 

spend from 2001 to 2014 engaged in the serious study of the subject.  

After finally compiling years of information, I published the results of my investigation on July 

8
th

 2014, on the 68
th

 anniversary of the Roswell Daily Record story reaching the public. 

In 2014 I attended the Paranormal conference in Stirling, next attended the SPI Scottish UFO and 

Paranormal conference in July 2015 as a headline speaker. Later that September, I travelled 

down to the UFO Truth Magazine conference, where i met Larry Warren for the first time. 

Upon discovering i was a huge Star Wars fan, Mr Warren opted to inform me that he once met 

Carrie Fisher in a bar in L.A. and allegedly she hold him that LAEG just happened to be George 

Lucas favourite book on UFOs. As far back as then, Warren was clouded in controversy as he 

had been under fire from someone who was drawing attention towards him. Sacha Christie.                                                             

Warren and his small gathering of supporters at the conference were all very dismissive of the 

matter, attributing this unwanted attention to the actions of a „crazy‟ woman, „jilted groupie‟, 

„scorned woman‟ etc.  

I – not knowing any better at the time- lapped it all up of course. 

Soon after I was connected with Warren on Facebook and was able to see that he was very 

agitated at the attention he was getting online from a small section of the UFO community. The 

following June of 2016  I was in the very blessed and fortunate position to be invited to 

accommodate Peter Robbins during his stay in Glasgow, as SPI had planned on reuniting both 

Peter Robbins and Warren on stage together for the first time in years.  

After Warren issued a threat on Facebook, the matter was reported to the University of Glasgow 

and Warren was later barred from being a speaker at the event. Upon arriving in Glasgow on the 

eve of the conference, and after our prior talk about the upcoming EP7 of the Star Wars saga.                                                     

I asked Warren what he had made of the movie as it had since been released prior to meeting him 

this second time around. Warren quickly went on to tell me that he once met some guy that 

worked for Industrial Light and Magic and it was that person that had informed him that LAEG 



just happened to be George Lucas‟s favourite UFO book. The second these words left his mouth 

was my first indication that Warren was not to be trusted at his word.  

It is impossible that anyone could mix up meeting the iconic Carrie Fisher with a random 

employee of ILM.   So on the eve of the Scottish UFO and Paranormal conference, things with 

Warren weighed on my mind. I had a restless night and a long day ahead of me.          

After the conference, I had to go out and physically track Warren down to a pub in Glasgow‟s 

West End, It had been arranged for him to still get the chance to meet with the conference goers 

and sign books at another venue afterwards. Warren told me twice to my face that he was not 

interested before I left in utter disgust and bewilderment as to why an author would choose not to 

meet his readers and fans, sign books and answer questions and interact with people eager to 

meet him.  

Over the course of that weekend I had the responsibility of looking after Peter Robbins while he 

was over in Scotland and had the honour of having Peter as a house guest. Needless to say, I was 

extremely proud to be in the privileged position to accommodate Peter and over the course of 

that weekend, got to know and make good friends with him. Peter is one of he most intelligent , 

articulated minded people I have ever met and on top of that I would go as far as to say, when it 

comes to Peters character overall, id call him the salt of the Earth.  

During that same timeframe, Warren uploaded an image to his Facebook page which appeared to 

show him and John Lennon together. After the conference aftermath, I was drawn to examine the 

image Warren claimed was taken on November 28
th

 1980 in NY with Lennon. 

Within 48 hours, I personally established that the image was fabricated and was actually a photo 

of JL which was taken on August 31
st
 1980.  So on top of the Carrie Fisher thing, now there was 

even further doubt to trust Warren at face value.  

Wasn‟t Warren a big military whistleblower? Someone who was meant to be trusted with 

coming forward with important UFO information? The man himself seemed to be at direct odds 

with the Larry Warren persona. The claims that Sacha Christie was publishing in her blog about 

a John Lennon cowboy shirt Warren sold at auction were also brought to my attention and soon 

afterwards I decided that the Beatles connection to Warren needed further investigation. 

By August 2015 I had concluded that Warren was not quite as genuine as he would like people to 

believe. My first line of inquiry was to approach May Pang directly and ask her about the 

cowboy shirt that Warren claims on an etched plaque, that she gave to him. 

I was further surprised to learn that May Pang had to previously get involved with the sale of 

sunglasses that Warren tried to sell. Then I managed to successfully request the two letters of 

provenance for the cowboy hat and sunglasses that Warren sold through Cameo auction house in 

2011.  



Because Warren released his own handwriting Published on Apr 25, 2016 and again later on 

Published on Aug 27, 2016, samples became available and were compared with the handwriting 

on the Beatles handwritten letters of provenance. 

After establishing Warren fabricated these as well as the authenticity of the cowboy shirt and 

confirmation from May Pang of even further questionable items sold by Warren, I alerted both 

Peter Robbins and Gary Heseltine of my findings. It was then, in September that I opened LAEG 

for the first time and began to examine Warren‟s firsthand claims of being a participant in the 

RFI.  

It is because of the analysis I performed on the handwriting on the Beatles letters that i became 

familiar with Warren‟s calligraphy. So when I first discovered Warrens military documents at the 

back of LAEG the evidence that Warren fabricated them was not just publically available on the 

internet, but in every printed copy of LAEG.  

 As you know, Peter Robbins parted ways with Warren in November 2016  

 These findings relating to Warrens documents in LAEG were published in December 

2016.  

Since that time, Warren has attempted a failed bogus legal gagging order, falsely claiming that 

the information we were publishing relating to LAEG was damaging his rock and roll 

memorabilia business. Warren also issued personal threats against myself and others and broke 

privacy laws by getting the legal letters posted online.  

He has also since went on to record several videos, two of which were removed for defamation 

complaints and Warren has further incriminated himself by coming up with bizarre explanations 

to some of the major flaws he has been caught out  perpetuating. 

I have now personally had to involve the Scottish press about the continued threats made by 

Warren and the matter has also been taken up with my MP and the Chief Inspector of Police 

regarding the abuse that has followed as a result of helping to expose this information.  

I have put this document together so that my contribution to exposing this fraud on Ufology is on 

record. I cannot express or extend my thanks enough to everyone involved in this matter.                       

As a genuine close range UFO eyewitness, it has been an honour to be involved in from assisting 

to keep this subject from the spread of disinformation into the UFO community.  

JW 

 

 



The EMN video 

When Sid Goldberg uploaded Larry‟s letter evidence, Warren‟s handwriting samples became publically 

available. I personally took the maximum number of samples that were available and then cross 

referenced the handwriting traits linked with the Charlie Lennon letters that accompanied the two Beatles 

related items Warren sold at auction in 2011. It was because I became well versed in looking at Warren‟s 

handwriting that i was later able to identify his writing traits on his military documents.  

In this EMN interview with Warren, he talks about the alleged letter he allegedly sent home.  

Warren states that at the time of the alleged debriefing no one in the room was made aware that the events 

actually took place over three nights and not just the one night as Warren initially believed.                              

Warren states to Sid Goldberg that he was not made aware that the activity at the base took place over 

three nights until two years after that debriefing took place. That would be two years after he allegedly 

posted the letter „evidence.‟ 

QUOTE:  

"...In our debriefing we had all that basically outlined to us and therefore I thought this must 

have happened on one night and we were responding to that incident. It turned out a couple of 

years later- it was not the same night, but I thought, I can‟t get into trouble for what they are 

telling me cause I wasn't in that first night- wasn't n duty......I was with them girls in Germany" .  

8 minutes 40 seconds https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kgoi15ZuCOs  

When you add that up, it does not add up. In this same statement Warren claims he did not know 

it was over three nights for two years and also states he knew he was in Germany that first night. 

If Larry was writing home thinking that his alleged involvement happened was on the first nights 

events as he believed for a full two more years, then how did he know that he at the time of 

posting the letter that he could not get in trouble as,  

 “...wasn't in that first night- wasn't on duty......I was with them girls in Germany"  

How could he have known that whether he was in Germany or on duty at the time of the briefing 

if he didn‟t find out for two years that events actually occurred over the three nights? 

 Warren claims on pages 55/56 of LAEG that directly after this alleged debrief took place that he 

made a reverse charge phone call to New York which was reciprocated by no less than three operators 

before he alleges he was cut off.  

 After Larry allegedly made this allegedly disconnected phone call he says he then went on to write 

the letter he is discussing with Sid Goldberg in the video interview.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kgoi15ZuCOs


It is important to note that Mr Warren‟s contents within that letter detail events are also described to have 

taken place in the Halt Memo.  Instead of discussing his own involvement of what happened on the third 

night – Warren describes events that transpired and involved other parties on the first night of activity 

near to the base, involving Jim Penniston, John Burroughs and others. Towards the end of the interview, 

Sid asks the all important question of why didn‟t Larry write about the third nights events and wrote 

about the first nights events instead? 

Warren replies with the adlibbed answer that, he wrote about the first nights events as it didn‟t involve 

him directly and also that he was NOT on duty that first night as he was in Germany with them girls as 

alleges on page 32 of LAEG. (Left at East Gate)                                                                                                    

And also at 8 minutes 40 seconds in the EMN video. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kgoi15ZuCOs  

The only problem that Larry now presents himself with is how exactly he happened to know he was in 

Germany on the first night of events and at the time of allegedly penning this letter evidence, when he 

also claims he was completely unaware that the events actually spanned three nights until two years after 

allegedly physically posting that latter?  

So Warren could not have known he was in Germany on the first night and at the time of writing the letter 

which indicates that Warren is being dishonest about the authenticity of the letter. Secondly, it‟s also 

important to point out that on page 58 of LAEG, Warren claims he was going to mail the letter from one 

of the towns off base so:  

“...no one would know” and i would be free to say more about what happened” Page 58 LAEG 

But once again if what he is saying is to be believed, then why would he have posted out the letter in an 

outdated USAF headed envelope that happens to have the address overlapping the postmark? And why 

didn‟t he use a normal looking envelope instead of a USAF headed one if his true objective was to avoid 

suspicion?  

Further issues arise regarding Warrens alleged letter evidence as the envelope has some mathematical 

graffiti on the back. Warren claims that his mother would do bookkeeping and was her doing bills on the 

back of the envelope. One three separate occasions I have heard and listed him stating that is his mother‟s 

handwriting. Oddly enough, the stylisation of the digits also match Charlie Lennon‟s handwriting, adding 

further evidence to his fabrication the Beatles letters of provenance. The envelope itself is also highly 

suspicious as the stamps are American; despite it being posted from England and the costing of the 

stamps are insufficient to mail an overseas letter in 1981. Also the ink on the address appears to overlap 

the postmark making it impossibility unless the item is fraudulent. If you were to request the letter and 

envelope for forensic testing (even calling his bluff) it is likely he will be unwilling to submit this 

„evidence‟. Mr Warren debunked his own letter evidence. And in releasing this alleged letter evidence, 

comparisons could be matched not only with the letters of provenance for the Beatles items he sold, but 

also with Warren‟s documents in Left at East Gate.                                                                                                           

This ill conceived stunt by Warren was done with the intention of promoting his legitimacy as a genuine 

eyewitness to the RFI events but in reality, the release of this letter „evidence‟ would lead to the 

separation of his co-author and ultimately to his downfall and utter humiliation after 34 years of claiming 

to be a genuine eyewitness and whistleblower to the Rendlesham Forest Incident.. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kgoi15ZuCOs


The Letter Evidence 

“I wrote a letter to my mother a few days later describing AMAZINGLY what happened to you guys… 

errr which you would be shocked at because that whole letter has not been released and I wish  

something would get done with it –and soon! !                                        “                                                                

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsR1RiW4coM                                                                                                                  

(44 minutes 10 seconds) 

 

 The F102- Delta Dagger was out of service by 1981 and this envelope would have been outdated. 

 The envelpe is part of a USAF stationary set that is accompanied by matching writing paper.  

 Secondly, If Warren was trying to get this letter sent out all sneaky like he claims, then the last 

thing he would have done would have been to use a USAF envelope.  

 Thirdly, if Warren used an English civilian Post Office like he claims, then why is the envelope 

bearing two Illinois stamps ? 

 Two Illinois stamps to the value of 30cents would have been insuficiant to send an overseas letter 

from the UK to the USA in 1981.  

 And if its not Warrens handwriting on the back of the envelope then why does the handwriting 

match the samples on the Lennon letters that accompanied the two items Warren sold though 

Cameo Auction house? And why does the handwriting on the back of the envelope also match the 

handwriting traits of the digits on Warrens Opti/Ret document ? 

 Another good point to raise is that the cartoons as Warren calls them , has the speech bubble with 

the words : 

 

“Gee who can I bullshit today!” 
 

 The important thing is that the speech bubble contains an exlimation mark rather than a question 

mark, showing that Warren is not asking a question but actually making a statement.                      

(small things like this don‟t tend to get by me when it comes to examining the psychology of 

Larry Warren.) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsR1RiW4coM


 

 

It should also be noted that USAF writing sets such as this are available to purchase on online auction 

websites like EBay where I found this example shown below. 

 



 USAF stationary sets are collectable items and can be found online with some searching. 

 Stamps are also colletable items and stampers can also be custom ordered also.  

 What should be impossible however, is finding a postmarked envelope which has the address 

overlapping the postmark, as found on Warrens envelope. It is impossible for a letter to be 

postmarked before the address has been written down. Such is the case with Warrens envelope. 

 

Above and below: Curiously, the ink appears to overlap the postmark, indicating that the envelope was postmarked 

before the address was even written on it. This would be impossibility if indeed the item was genuine.  

 



 

Above: Ink clearly overlapping the postmark. Source::EMN 

The letter „evidence‟ and the envelope provide further doubt over Warrens claims.  

On separate occasions Warren has claimed to the public that the sum on the back of the envelope is his 

mother doing her bills. While looking back to review this information, one of these three links is now no 

longer available. I have included both of the other quotes from Warren on the other two videos along with 

the active links and time stamps. 

VIDEO REMOVED https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UhuhiA2yZCY 5minutes 24 seconds  ---

video removed 

 “And errr, heres some of my mother she was a bookkepper , theres some of her eerr probably 

doing her bills on the back of the envelope. That‟s her handwriting and that‟s that.”                                                                                                        

1 minute 46 seconds  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kgoi15ZuCOs  

 “My mother was a book keeper in business and when she got this -she used the back of this to 

do her household cause my mothers very destinct excellent writing so shes even done accounting 

on the back – that‟s the actual thing and its APO /Air Post Office. “                                                                                                                                                                                           

13 minutes 56 seconds https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cI_hgO29vkY  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UhuhiA2yZCY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kgoi15ZuCOs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cI_hgO29vkY


The handwriting traits on the back of the envelope match not only the Lakenheath document but also with 

the alleged handwriting of Charlie Lennon on the two letters of provenance that accompanied the items 

Warren sold in 2011.  This is not theory or conjecture. It is a fact.  

 

The big problem with Warren‟s repeated explanation about the handwriting on the back of the envelope 

being attributed to his mother‟s and not his own is that the „60‟ in 360 is identical to the examples on the 

two Beatles letters that Warren claimed were written by Charlie Lennon.  The other big problem Warren 

faces is just exactly how his mother- who was an experienced bookkeeper, managed to incorrectly total a 

simple additional maths problem. The total should read 1310.  



How exactly is it possible that the handwriting on this envelope matches the medical document 

and the two letters Warren claims were penned by Charlie Lennon? And how is it possible that 

an experienced bookkeeper of many years could incorrectly total a simple additional maths 

problem to such a degree of inaccuracy?  

Lastly it should also be pointed out that any mother would treasure an overseas letter from her 

son serving his country thousands of miles from home but yet this particular envelope which has 

the ink from the address overlapping the postmark is also littered in graffiti which Warren claims 

is his mother‟s handwriting but is a match to Larry Warrens own handwriting traits. –As well as 

being identical to the digits written on the two letters of provenance, allegedly signed by Charlie 

Lennon as sold by Warren through Cameo Auction house in 2011. And furthermore, also match 

the Lakenheath eye document. 

 Can all of this be down to mere coincidence or is there a common factor between these four 

documents, asides all being linked to Warren?  

 

 

Warrens envelope samples compared with the Lennon letter sample 

 

 

Left: Warrens envelope sample compared with the other Lennon letter sample (65)                                  

Right: The envelope sample overlapped with the Lennon sample 50/50% blend overlap                              

This identical 6 is in addition to the matching the zeros on the back of the envelope that Larry 

claims was the one he posted to his mother and maintains that it’s her handwriting on not just one 

but on multiple occasions.       

Never Before Revealed In Full: 1st Ever Written Evidence on RAF Bentwaters                                                                  

1minute 46 seconds  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kgoi15ZuCOs                                                                                 

Larry Warren (RFI UFO) - The Letter - The Picture - The Paintings                                                                                

13minutes .56 seconds https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cI_hgO29vkY  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kgoi15ZuCOs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cI_hgO29vkY


LAEG 

Cross Examined 

The following excerpts from LAEG have been highlighted to show the multiple inconsistencies made by 

Warren, regarding his alleged encounter and compared with other statements he has gone on to make 

regarding his alleged involvement in the RFI. It is by no means a page for page breakdown of LAEG in 

its entirety but merely serves to point out some of the multiple claims made by Warren which to not stand 

up to vigorous fact checking. Pure hard science is also applied to dispel some of the claims made by 

Warren and in other instances, common sense is applied. Warrens own documentation, presented in 

LAEG is also shown here alongside his own handwriting to show that not only does his account fall apart 

under scrutiny but to provide even further evidence that his alleged evidence is fraudulent also.  

LAEG Page 29 

Warren claims that he: 

“...was warned about the Druids, who held ceremonies very close to the Bentwaters flight line; we were 

told they were harmless and not to bother them.” 

 Are we really to believe that the repeated illegal gathering of a bunch of druids-presumably dressed in 

traditional druid attire holding regular ceremonies right outside the base was not nor ever considered a 

security threat during the height of the cold war?  

 Was the possibility of them being Russian paratroopers in disguise ready to infiltrate the base at any 

moment never considered in any potential risk assessment?  

LAEG Page 30 

Warren claims that a girl that had been writing to him came out to see him all the way from Texas.                 

This rather long trip halfway across the world to meet Larry must have been very ill planned as upon 

allegedly arriving in the UK this alleged girl allegedly then informed Warren that : 

“The girl I was with chose that time to tell me that she was out of money and hadn‟t brought her pay 

cheque.” 

 Who travels halfway across the world without funding for their overseas trip?  

 Despite having allegedly written to Warren multiple times and travelling half way around the world to 

meet him, it would appear that Warren is incapable of remembering her name as she is only referred 

to as „girl‟ and „lady friend‟.  

 

Also on page 30, Warren claims that he just happened to sit up bolt upright and rudely awaken from his 

sleep after hearing a loud bang.  

“I bolted up wide awake, thinking I‟d heard a loud noise; but my roommate was asleep and all was quiet. 

I wrote it off as a bad dream and went back to sleep.” 



 Warren is trying to convey that he had a psychic connection with John Lennon and somehow like Ben 

Kenobi in Star Wars felt the tremor in the force, when Lennon was shot. Coincidently the next day, 

allegedly some guys return to base and coincidently they happen to have allegedly just returned from 

Liverpool and allegedly have brought Beatles books back. Allegedly a conversation then ensues with 

these alleged guys and allegedly, according to Warren, „Jay‟, who made the alleged trip, says to 

Warren:  

“Wouldn‟t it be weird if one of the Beatles died?” 

And allegedly Larry and Jay then think and wonder if there would be a big funeral and in addition the also 

thought about the possibility of John and Paul playing together again. When right on queue.... 

Enter their alleged training instructor, who allegedly walks in at this critical point and allegedly overhears 

the conversation. Allegedly this alleged training instructor has just happened to overhear the conversation 

after just allegedly hearing on the radio that one of the Beatles had been shot in NY. Although it‟s been 

announced on the radio, the according to Warren, the radio news report preferred not to say just exactly 

which Beatle it was and only gave a hint for Larry and the rest of the world to figure out.                                   

LAEG PAGE 32/33  

Warren informs the readers that he obtained his Personal Reliability Pledge (PRB) on December 11
th
 

1980.This allegedly legitimate document states that Warren was a security specialist and was allegedly 

signed by Thomas A Mosley.  

LAEG Page 33 

Warren allegedly completes the last area of security police training necessary to qualify for 

immediate posting to Bentwaters D-FLIGHT. His training instructors have been senior NCOs 

Huntzinger and Slack.  

Curiously both men write at the same angle as Thomas Mosley and Larry Warren.                                      

In addition, officer Huntzinger also happens to loop his „g‟ exactly the same length width and 

breadth as Larry Warren. By sheer coincidence, Lee Swain also writes at the same angle.                       

Lee Swain funny enough, writes his ‘L‟ and ‘S’ exactly like Larry Warren.                                                                         

(See military documentation for further info) 

 

 That same M appears on Thomas Mosley and Warren‟s handwriting. Same angled 

handwriting as Warren also.  

 



 

Huntzinger, Slack and Mosley all write at thee same inclined angle. 

 

Huntzinger‟s and Warren‟s letter „G‟ overlapped is a 100% match 

 

Huntzinger‟s and Warren‟s letter „G‟ overlapped is a 100% match x2.  

PAGE 39 

 “...Early on 28
th

 December, I got away from the base for a day with my roommate Alabama.    

We took a base taxi to Ipswich and did some sight seeing...I wanted to find a music store: I was 

in the market for a Marshall amplifier and thought I‟d get a good deal as they are manufactured 

in England.  We happened into Axe music on Christchurch Road. After unsuccessfully 

bargaining with the owner of the store for a few hours I left...”  

So if this alleged trip to Axe music store really did occur, then this version as told by Larry in an 

interview with John Burroughs in 2015 must be untrue...... 

“Jimmy Harper had a car.”                                                                                                                                 

12 minutes 45 seconds https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsR1RiW4coM 

 “We-I was looking for musical equipment and that‟s why it must have been a sigh-a sigh a -The 

place we went to was shut down -in Ipswich - the music store-“                                                                     

13 Minutes 51 seconds https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsR1RiW4coM   

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsR1RiW4coM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsR1RiW4coM


Larry presents two completely different versions of the events of the day preceding his alleged 

involvement later that night. Once again one or the other of these statements cannot have 

possibly taken place, so one of these statements is an untruth?  Which statement do we accept as 

being the legitimate one? Which one is fabricated? Who are we led to believe here?                                 

Larry Warren‟s official narrative in LAEG or Larry Warren‟s statement in the interview with 

John Burroughs?  

Was the store closed? Was the store open? Did Larry really haggle for a Marshall Amplifier for a 

total of 180 minutes? Or is that untrue because the store was closed?                                                  

Oxymoron after oxymoron. 

According to what he earlier told to author Georgina Bruni, It turns out the store visit took place 

three days prior to this on Christmas day and the store was open because it was run by Arabs but 

then it was shut because it was the law but despite it being now shut and despite it being 

Christmas day - a delivery was allegedly in process. And it was not Jimmy Harper that Larry 

went to Ipswich after all but some NSA agent called Mark. Allegedly Mark took photos of a 

UFO in Rendlesham forest but then it wasn‟t Mark it was Larry. And Larry smuggled out the 

photographs in a mug that he purchased on the trip to Germany that he alleges that he never went 

on and also claims he allegedly also went on.                                                                                    

Source- You Can‟t Tell the People by Georgina Bruni, with special thanks to Sacha Christie. 

 If Larry Warren did not complete his training and was not assigned to D-flight then there was 

simply no way that he would have been on Guard Post at the time which he alleges he was. 

So if this back story to the events leading up to this point never happened in the real physical 

world, then Larry could not have been on guard post when the next set of alleged events took 

place. Therefore, if he was not there, then this next event must have also never taken place. 

He then claims that he was collected just five minutes later by none other than Adrian Bustinza. 

Allegedly Larry was told to get on his Motorola radio and inform CSC that his post was being 

deactivated and even though the base was allegedly on alert status, there was now no need for 

this strategic 80ft guard tower to be manned with a set of eyes and ears. Somehow the need for 

Larry to be filling up light-alls now took priority over manning an 80ft observation post for the 

Weapons Storage Area on a base which allegedly housed nuclear weapons and while the base 

was allegedly on ALERT status and Russian paratroopers were rumoured to be dropping by at 

any given moment.  

 

 



The six million dollar Deer 

LAEG Page 41 

Warren claims  

“Suddenly, out of the pitch black to my right came the sound of hooves beating on the ground 

shot past my ears. Five panic-stricken deer were running to the fence line from a nearby field. 

Three deer turned left when they reached the fence and continued in a panic. The other two 

jumped the fence with ease, bounded across the runway past me, and disappeared into the night. 

It was a beautiful and unnerving sight.” 

 This is scientifically possible. The minimum requirement for a USAF Airfield perimeter 

fence is 14ft and the maximum a deer can jump is 8ft.  

Section 040108MB Military Bases specification 

maxstop.ceshepherd.com/specs/Section_040108MB_Military_Base_spec.pdf 

Deer Facts: http://www.invisible-deer-fence.com/deer-facts/deer-behavior.htm  

LAEG Page 44 /45 

Larry explains that he is now entering the area where all the activity is going on. Allegedly as 

Warren approaches the alleged unknown phenomena in the woods, Adrian Bustinza, allegedly 

leans over and informs Warren that this is exactly what allegedly happened to him in Alaska. 

Then Warren alleges he seen another airman crouched down and leaning against a tree with his 

hands over his face. This alleged airman, according to Larry, was allegedly crying and Larry 

alleges that he thought what the hell is going on. 

 Evidence shows that this could never have occurred as Warren had not completed his training 

and was not cleared for duty. Therefore, it can also be concluded that this entire event is 

fictionalized and completely untrue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://maxstop.ceshepherd.com/specs/Section_040108MB_Military_Base_spec.pdf
http://www.invisible-deer-fence.com/deer-facts/deer-behavior.htm


LAEG Page 45  

“I noticed a small red light. The light came closer each second. At first I thought it was an 

aircraft but it came in too fast and silently.” 

 Yet Warren goes on to claim to Gary Heseltine that this silently approaching object he describes 

on page 45 was now audible. He claims:  

 “And at that point we could hear- I thought I could hear helicopters that would have been from the Air 

Rescue”  

1 minute 36 seconds https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31D2JhwqylY  

LAEG Page 47 

Warren states; 

 „‟...and I noticed something strange within its glow. I thought: „Why are there kids here?‟ „‟ 

But in an interview with Gary Heseltine Warren claims: 

“And Bustinza says to me- “there‟s kids” there‟s kids here, why is something that‟s heard often 

within this subject I‟ve heard said”                                                                                                           

Source: EMN (UFO Lands At Rendlesham Forest Bentwaters Base: Military Whistleblower Larry 

Warren)     

 6 minutes 40 seconds https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31D2JhwqylY  

LAEG PAGE 48  

Warren claims that he caught a bus back to the base which is once again at odds with what he 

later informed John Burroughs. Warren states on page 48 of LAEG that while on the bus he 

wondered if there were other sightings happening in other parts of the world. 

“During the ride back to Bentwaters, i wondered if if similar events were happening 

simultaneously all over the world. I fully expected this to be all over the news the next day.” 

But despite Warren having this alleged deep train of thought on page 48 of LAEG, he seems to 

have forgotten this bus ride out of the area when interviewed by John Burroughs in 2015                   

He claimed,  

“Someone asked me how did you deal with that in the book? And I said, jezz,,,,,,,,,,,, I...I dunno, 

maybe I couldn‟t account and just skipped over it , like you just assumed someone said you took 

a bus back ....I said there would have been no bus to take – I just don‟t remember it.....there is a 

gap there.”  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31D2JhwqylY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31D2JhwqylY


So which of Warren‟s accounts are we to believe? The account in LAEG or the one he told John 

Burroughs?                                                                                                                                                 

Source: Earthfiles # 9 - 10-08-15: Larry Warren, USAF, and Peter Robbins, Author                                                          

36 minutes https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsR1RiW4coM 

Also on page 48 Warren states 

(06.30am) “I could not sleep, I couldn‟t, the sun was now bright...”  

 This is scientifically impossible as apparent sunrise did not occur at Bentwaters until one 

hour and 45 minutes later at 08.15am. (Data provided by NOAA)  

LAEG Page 49 

“It was 07.30 am; the sun had a calming effect on me.”  

This is scientifically also impossible as apparent sunrise did not occur at Bentwaters until 

45 minutes later at 08.15am. (Data provided by NOAA)  

 

Science debunks Warrens claims on pages 48/49 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsR1RiW4coM


https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/grad/solcalc/sunrise.html  

http://www.sunrisesunset.com/calendar.asp 

http://www.timeanddate.com/calendar/?year=1980&country=9 

LAEG Page 50 

Another interesting point to make is that Warren claims on pages 49/50 in LAEG that he left the 

mess hall and returned to his dorm room and once there, then received a handwritten message 

that Art Henderson waved in his face. This alleged handwritten note was as Warren claims,  

” ...Art said he‟d taken the call in the dayroom and it sounded important. The note said I was to 

be at the law enforcement desk at 11am sharp, in uniform, to see Major Zickler. “  

Also: 

“I was late. As I joined the ranks, Major Zickler asked if I made a habit of being late for 

appointments. I said “no sir” and the chief let it go at that,”  

But in the interview with John Burroughs in 2015 Warren informs the listeners that he was 

ordered to be in Zickler‟s office at 2pm.  So if the appointment was at 2pm as Warren claims in 

this interview, Then in LAEG you would think that Larry would have put that upon arriving at 

the Law Enforcement Office Major Zickler said to Larry, 

 “Your three hours early. Do you always make a point of being early for appointments? I said 

“yes sir” and the chief let it go at that,” 

 But he told John Burroughs that it was 2pm that he had to meet the Major. And in the same 

interview with Burroughs, Warren claims he left the mess hall and then telephoned his 

mother prior to the meeting. 

Yet in LAEG, Warren claims he never made that phone call until after he had the meeting 

with the Major at 11am sharp.                                       .                                                            

Which is at direct odds with what he told Burroughs. So what version is correct?  

41 minutes 08 seconds https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsR1RiW4coM   

What‟s also highly unlikely is the alleged Geiger counter scenario which Warren then also 

claims happened in the office that morning…or afternoon- depending of course which version of 

Warrens you choose to believe. Apparently, and allegedly a tech officer from Disaster 

Preparedness then walked around the gathered airmen with a Geiger counter to check the men 

out for radiation exposure. Anyway, allegedly the disaster preparedness guy did his thing and 

then suddenly and allegedly his Geiger counter reacted.   

 

 

https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/grad/solcalc/sunrise.html
http://www.sunrisesunset.com/calendar.asp
http://www.timeanddate.com/calendar/?year=1980&country=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsR1RiW4coM


Warren states: 

 “…I don‟t know if we made the device react, but this one (nameless guy) did seem to cause some interest.  

He took what looked like a small rock out of his jacket pocket and showed it to the tech sergeant.                       

The sergeant placed it in a small plastic bag and dropped it into a metal box outside the building. “ 

 It is extremely unlikely that the Air Force would decide to wait ten to twelve hours before checking 

the men over for radiation exposure.   

 Within that time period any airmen exposed to high doses of radiation would have had ten to twelve 

hours extra exposure time and the consequences of this delayed time could have resulted in fatalities 

and a plethora of lawsuits for the Air Force.  

 In that time, any airman heavily irradiated by the alleged event that Warren claims took place would 

have had ten to twelve hours additional exposure time before any essential life saving anti radiation 

treatment could be administered if necessary. 

After the alleged debriefing Warren alleges that he was then joined by Steve Longero who allegedly 

abruptly informed him that Penniston was among the airmen who were sent out on a secret mission to 

create a false landing site. Larry informs the readers that apparently the Air Force expected the media in 

some form or another. So Larry is implying that Longero has informed him that because the Air Force 

expected the media, it was of the utmost importance and in the interests of National security for the USAF 

to get some airmen out into the woods to dig a few holes. 

Warren claims that this reverse charge phone call was put though a UK based operator who put him onto 

an international operator who then put the call through to an operator in New York. 

A former British Telecom Disclosure Manager informed me that this would have been impossible as there 

was no way in which BT could have reciprocated the cost of the call. – It is an impossibility for the 

sequence of events to have occurred the way Warren alleges.  

LAEG Page 58/59 

Warren claims that he gets a phone call. He states,  

“ Hello Airman Warren?” Yes this is Warren, I didn‟t know the male voice on the other end.  

The call sounded as if it were a long distance connection, as if the caller‟s voice were in a 

vacuum. “Airman Warren could you meet a car in the dorm parking lot in twenty minutes?”                        

I asked, Who are you?”The voice responded that it wasn‟t important, “Please meet the car in 

twenty minutes” I asked how would I recognise the car? The voice said, “It will be a dark blue 

Sedan, upscale, you‟ll know it when you see it” I asked if this request concerned the UFO 

incident. “Yes” the voice responded. “Am I in trouble? Will I be late for my shift? I have to work 

tonight”“The answer to both questions was “no”. He continued “You do not have to be in 

uniform, And Warren, remember twenty minutes OK? Another airman will be with you. You 

won‟t miss the car will you?” “No Sir” the man hung up. While staring at some pro IRA graffiti 

on the wall in front of me, I hesitantly did the same.”  



Warren then goes on to talk about meeting the car and informs the readers that, 

“...The front doors opened. Two men got out of the car; they were dressed in civilian clothes.      

I can‟t remember the details of their faces. They opened the doors to the backseat...” 

 What Warren claims here, is once again at odds with what he later informed John Burroughs 

about the alleged abduction.  

He tells Burroughs that the two Men in Black ambushed them from behind stacks of construction 

materials.  

 What is also interesting about this passage is that although Warren clearly remembers details 

like the voice being in a vacuum and sounding long distance, the pro IRA graffiti and the 

voice on the phone telling him to be outside in twenty minutes, Warren completely seems to 

forget under hypnosis that the voice stressed twenty minutes. Because on page 378 of LAEG 

Warren , allegedly under hypnosis then says he was to meet the car straight away. Not in 

twenty minutes like he claims on page 59. 

 

 The other important aspect of this alleged phone call is that Warren later went on to inform 

John Burroughs that he NEVER got the phone call he informed the readers of LAEG 

occurred on page 59.  

Here on radio Warren clearly states that no phone call was ever received, which means that 

all these details on page 59  regarding the voice in the vacuum and the IRA graffiti could 

never have occurred as he never got a phone call whatsoever and it was actually a note which 

popped up from under the door.  

1 hour 8 minutes https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsR1RiW4coM 

LAEG Page 71 

“...My eyesight had been impaired since that explosion of light before the UFO appeared.  

Sunlight burned my eyes, and what appeared to be seahorses floated in my line of sight. I had 

gone to the clinic at Bentwaters for an exam: a doctor told me I might have burns to my retinas. 

He sent me to RAF Lakenheath for a more in depth eye exam in early February. It was later 

confirmed that I had been exposed to a light source of high intensity light that caused a degree of 

damage to my vision. The ranking doctor explained it was as if I had looked directly at a 

welder‟s torch for twenty minutes without blinking. “ 

Warren presents a document in the Appendix of LAEG to back up this passage and repeated 

claims of getting damage to his retinas as a result of his alleged encounter.  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsR1RiW4coM


Close encounters of the Warren kind 

LAEG Page 91   

Here Larry informs the reader that the following morning after five aliens allegedly show up in 

his bedroom, his seven year out brother allegedly informs him that, 

“The next night at dinner, my seven year old brother, Bill announced that he hadn‟t slept very 

well the night before because an aeroplane had come to the window and “sang to him”.          

Dad Sandy and Scott contributed it to a dream.” 

 Well if I was seven years old I would know the difference between a UFO and an 

aeroplane for starters. Second of all I would have awakened the entire house if that had 

occurred and thirdly, what Warren has just informed the reader is a direct cut and paste 

from one of the opening scenes from Close Encounters of the Third Kind.  

“He says the sun came out last night.....he says it sang to him.” 

 Given that this is a direct quote from the 1977 blockbuster, Warren has attempted to lift 

this line from the movie which completely forgetting to remember that the movie is on 

general release.  

 l  

 



 

https://www.springfieldspringfield.co.uk/movie_script.php?movie=close-encounters-of-the-

third-kind  

Now it could simply be a coincidence of course- a matter of life imitating art so to speak.            

So let‟s give Warren the benefit of the doubt on this occasion and move on to what Warren says 

on page 96.  

https://www.springfieldspringfield.co.uk/movie_script.php?movie=close-encounters-of-the-third-kind
https://www.springfieldspringfield.co.uk/movie_script.php?movie=close-encounters-of-the-third-kind


LAEG Page 96 

 “...I told him after the UFO appeared in the field, I‟d blacked out and remembered nothing until 

I woke up in my room.”   

This is in direct odds with what Warren states occurred back on page 48 He states, 

 “During the walk back to the trucks we were quiet. ....Ours was first to leave the area. Later I 

heard some amazing things had gone on in the parking area as well”  

If this is the case, then what exactly is Warren going on about on page 48?                                        

Warren claims that he caught a bus back to the base which is once again at odds with what he 

later informed John Burroughs about there being no bus to take.                                                                                                  

36 minutes 10 seconds https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsR1RiW4coM 

LAEG Page 127 

Warren claims he visited the hospital as his back was leaking. Warren further claims the doctor 

asked „‟Were you in Vietnam?” 

 This didn‟t happen as just a glance at Warrens Date of Birth on his medical records would 

show that he would have been just twelve years old when the conflict finished.  

 The Paris Peace Accords were signed in January 1973.   

 

LAEG Page 128 

 

Warren claims that he got a call at work by an NSA agent called Jim Greenfield. Allegedly 

Greenfield wanted to meet with Warren and so they allegedly meet up. Allegedly the NSA 

agent wanted to show Warren some photographs – simply to see the reaction in his face.      

And then left. Allegedly Warren was on his third beer when the NSA agent allegedly arrived. 

 

 This event most likely never occurred never as the documents within LAEG show that 

Warren was not a participant in the RFI events as he had NOT passed basis training and was 

NOT cleared for duty at the time. 

LAEG Page 279 

Warren claims that he became suicidal as a result of his experiences. After allegedly drinking a 

bottle of Jack Daniels and taking an overdose of medication, considering that he explains to the 

reader that the hospital were then able to explain to him that the pills he took were „‟out of date‟‟ 

This takes the miracles of modern medical science to a whole new level.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsR1RiW4coM


 Warren did not attempt to kill himself as a result of his alleged encounters –As the evidence 

shows he fabricated his documentation in order to write himself into the events which did 

occur at RAF Bentwaters. This passage is untrue and did not occur.  

LAEG Page 302  

These were the records that Warren claims he took when he left the air force.  According to 

Warren, 

 “They confirmed my presence on D-flight at the time in question. There were also some medical 

records that confirmed the damage id suffered to my eyes in the flash before the UFO had 

appeared in Rendlesham Forest”  

The same records Warren presents in Left at East Gate and informed Doctor Stephen Greer that 

was advised to steal. Warren also found the letter that he allegedly sent to his mother. The same 

letter which was contained inside an envelope which has the exact same ‟E’ as Doctor Echol. 

Warren finding the letter. 

“This was great” I thought. In the past some critics of Bentwaters claimed I hadn‟t even been 

there. This would shut them up for good” 

LAEG Page 325 

Charles Halt informs Peter Robbins the reality of the claims being made by Warren: 

“What I‟m trying to tell you is he‟s a fraud , Yeah you‟ve got a problem, I‟m telling you that 

right up front.”  Charles Halt 

LAEG Page 346 

LW: “Halt said, “How did you get your records? ... I said I will tell you when i see you. I stole 

them. I thought there would be a time. I have medical records that are definitely from eye 

damage...”  

LAEG Page 352 

Larry speaking to Colonel Halt. 

LW: “....my military records ....how I got them? ...I didn‟t tell you on the phone-but  i took em. I 

had to hand carry them from one place to another and after all this happened, i said “I‟m gonni 

take em because they are not going to be there eventually, and i was right. I don‟t have them all 

but I have enough of them. I have records.”  

 



LAEG Page 359 

Larry Warren talks to Charles Halt 

“I had eye problems anyway within days. I went to the Bentwaters clinic, my eyes hurt.” 

 All of these claims made by Warren regarding the documentation he provides as being 

authentic are completely false.  

 The documentation that Warren provides within the pages of Left at East Gate has been 

shown to be fabricated and the only reason he would need to do so is if he was not being 

truthful about his involvement.  

Warren discusses the records that he presents in Left at East Gate with Dr Stephen Greer.  

In an interview with him, Warren goes on to say,  

 “I and others suffered –and I have documents of this cause I stole them cause from Bentwaters 

an officer advised me to. He said Larry, your military record is gonni vaporise as soon as your 

gone....AAA-my eyes were damaged –flash burns to the retinas and all that –THIS is established 

–as if i had stared at an arc welders torch for about nineteen minutes- which is unadvisable.”                   

15 minutes 57 seconds https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tYU_tr5K5ws  

And here 29.05 on Phenomenon Radio 

When Warren spoke with John Burroughs on radio show uploaded on 10
th
 August 2015 Warren goes on 

to discuss the alleged letter that he allegedly sent home.  

At 1 hr 11 minutes Warren discusses the letter and says: 

“I hope they release it –And soon!” 

 Important Point:  It was Warren’s letter so he could have published it any given point in time. 

Page 378  

Warren allegedly under hypnosis by Bud Hopkins asks Warren to recall what he heard on the alleged 

phone call he got to meet the Men in Black allegedly abducted him and allegedly took him to an 

underground base to meet another alien. Bud Hopkins asks Warren , 

B.H. “... speak whenever you like. I want you to tell me what you hear when your called on the phone.” 

L.W. “Airman Warren leave your dormitory right now and meet the black car in the parking lot. You‟ll 

recognise it” 

Bud asks Warren, “What are your feelings about this call as you‟re getting ready?” 

Warren replies, “I‟m in trouble” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tYU_tr5K5ws


As pointed out earlier, this is at direct odds with what Warren claimed on page 58 of LAEG about meting 

the car in 20 minutes. Warren has never mentioned standing around for twenty minutes before the car 

showed up nor mentioned that he was twenty minutes late in turning up to meet the car. And both of these 

accounts in LAEG are also at direct odds with what he told John Burroughs in 2015 that  

“No-one told me- got a note”                                                                                                                                               

1 hour 8 minutes https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsR1RiW4coM 

 

 So on page 58according to Warren he got a call to be outside in 20 minutes time. 

 According to Warren on page 358he got a call to be outside right away.  

 According to Warren in an interview with John Burroughs in 2015 there was no phone call 

whatsoever and it was a note which he got telling him to meet the car. 

 

So three conflicting accounts from Warren regarding the same event. 

 

Warrens claims of having documentation to back up his alleged involvement in the RFI. 

 

“I and others suffered –and I have documents of this cause I stole them cause from Bentwaters 

an officer advised me to. He said Larry, your military record is gonni vaporise as soon as your 

gone....AAA-my eyes were damaged –flash burns to the retinas and all that –THIS is 

established.....”                

15 minutes 57 seconds https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tYU_tr5K5ws  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HsR1RiW4coM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tYU_tr5K5ws


The Documentation presented in LAEG 

Warrens service records 

In Processing Sheet/Assignment to D-flight 

 

All of the handwriting on this document belongs to Warren.  

 

Avove Left : Document sample and Right Warrens sample. Both incomplete loop 



 

        

This is Warrens handwriting. The classic „a‟ is an indicator as well as „ALEART GEAR‟  

  

Sample 1 from the letter on page 356  Sample 2 from the Lennon letter, Sample 3 from the envelope 

Shown below are some examples of the letter ‘a’ found on the Beatles items Waren sold. 

 

   

Below is the sample from the document for comparison. 

  

 



 

 

Above: The sample from the document alongside three of Warrens samples. 

 



 

Below are Warrens handwritng (overlapped. When this was published, Warren then went on to claim that 

this was his handwritning after all- although he stresses that Lee Swains sigature at the bottom was 

written by Lee Swain on the Warren Pespective 3 At 5 minutes 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nkn-J0OJGs 

He claims that both of Lee Swains signatures are legit.                                                                                                   

07 minutes 38 seconds. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nkn-J0OJGs  

 

Below: Warens and allegedly Charlie Lennons „L‟ samples for comparison against Lee Swains „L‟. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nkn-J0OJGs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nkn-J0OJGs


 

The sketch below was allegedly sold to Russ Kellett for a reported 10K by a mystery seller. Warren had 

also happened to have a copy of ths sketch in his laptop files- connecting the sketch to him as far back as 

2011.  May Pang had even had to denounce it as a fabrication in the press. This was not the first time she 

had dealings with Mr Warren. The reason why I have included it here is because the W in „white lights‟ 

was taken and compared with the „W‟ on the in processing sheet. 

 

 

The ‟W‟The sketch above which Warren had ia digital copy of as far back as 2011 was taken and 

ovelapped with the D on the document. The result is shown below. It is a match in height stroke and 



width. So the „W‟ is a perfect match with the sketch that Warren had on his laptop. What are the 

coincidences of John Lennon and Larry Warren having identicaly matching „W‟s?   

 

Above left: The in processing sheet Above right : The Lennon sketch sample overlapped 50/50 

transparancy. 

 

Curiously, Lee Swain writes both his „L‟ and „S‟  exactly like Charlie Lennon and Larry Warren.  

 Allegedly Lennons 

 

Above: three of Warrens samples of the letter „L‟. Warren writes his L exactly like Charlie Lennon and 

Lee Swain 

 

Above: Also identical are Warrens and „Lea Swains „S‟‟ shown side by side. 

Warrens samples with „Lee Swains‟ 2
nd

 in row. 



Conclusion:  

It is absolutley clear that Mr Warrens handwriting traits are to be found on every sample of handwriting 

on this document. While he maintains both Lee Swains signatures are legitimate, Warrens own 

handwriting samples show otherwize. 

CERTIFICATION OF TRAINING 

 

 

Above: Warren‟s envelope and Lakenheath samples 

 

 

 

 



Below: Overlapped, Warrens „g‟ is a match in length depth and width as the certificate of 

training sample. 

 
The signatures of the instructors –First thing I noticed was that same angle of writing style that Warren 

uses. Here you can clearly see that not just the one but both of them lean off to the right at the exact same 

angle. The other noticeable elements in both signatures asides this, is that both instructors also have the 

same looping style letters as the individual that presented them. Larry Warren.  

Below: Note how the angle of the T in Huntzinger matches the K in Slack. 

  

I then compared a sample of Larry Warren‟s looping G found in the word England on his letter evidence 

and overlayed it with both of the loops in the Huntzinger signature 

 

 

Above: As you can see, the G from Warren‟s handwriting sample sits perfectly in both loops in the 

signature. The spacing length and fit is identical on both loops.  Whats also interesting is that both 

instructors also write at the same angle as Larry Warren.  

  

Above: Warren and Huntzinger write at the same angle. 

There is enough evidence here to come to the logical conclusion that Larry Warren fabricated his 

certificate of Training. What would be the objective in doing so?  



This document would have been required by Larry in order to show that his training was completed and 

therefore would have been eligible to have been assigned to D-flight just in time for him to see the aliens. 

So if Larry fabricated his certificate of Training, then that can only leave any logical person to conclude 

that Larry did not complete his basic training and therefore faked the document in order to make it appear 

as if he did and this would assist him in writing himself into the Rendlesham Forest narrative.  

The eye damage document

 

Firstly note the first 0 in 1300. The zero runs at the same angle as the sample from Warren‟s envelope and 

also from the Charlie Lennon letter.  

 

Above Left: Charlie Lennon letter sample and above right, the sample from Warrens envelope.  



 

 

 

 

On the Warren Perspective Part 3 Warren claims that this is not his handwriting Warren can be heard 

stating that the handwriting at the bottom of the document was written by “...some enlisted guy- I can‟t 

remember his name...”                                                                                                                                                   

11 minutes 43 seconds https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nkn-J0OJGs  

 “None of this is my handwriting”                                                                                                                                 

10 minutes 50 secondshttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nkn-J0OJGs  

 “...that not my handwriting...”                                                                                                                                     

11 minutes 30 Seconds https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nkn-J0OJGs  

“I wish I had handwriting that good”                                                                                                                           

11 minutes 35 seconds https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nkn-J0OJGs  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nkn-J0OJGs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nkn-J0OJGs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nkn-J0OJGs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nkn-J0OJGs


Regarding the handwriting at the bottom of the document Warren claims:  

„‟...it says -  a note here- not my handwriting- there was an enlisted guy that wrote that, that worked at 

the clinic- i don‟t remember his name –bring all records something‟s redacted full exam Lakenheath err 

USAF ear Eye EAR Clinic and then threes all sorts of kugaroo stuff- letters” 

 11 minutes 43 seconds https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nkn-J0OJGs 

Warren also says he wishes he could write as good as the handwriting of the Doctors signature.                    

Warren claims that all the handwriting at the top of the document is NOT his. This is very interesting as 

the signature on the top left of the document is a perfect match to the way Warren happened to sign his 

signature on the front of the envelope. So despite Warren claiming that the handwriting on this document 

does not belong to him His own handwriting samples go against what he is claiming. 

The flow on both of the words „Warren‟ and „Lawrence‟ are identical in both samples. Take the „ren‟ in 

Warren or the ‘nce’ in Lawrence for example.  

 

Above: Warrens own handwritten „E overlapped with the medical document. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nkn-J0OJGs


Below: Both samples shown side by side. 

 

 

 

Above: The same angle as the digits run on the eye document and handwriting on the back of the 

envelope. What are the chances of this being down to sheer coincidence?  

Despite Warren claiming that these samples are NOT his own., they also match the angled handwriting 

style on the Chalie Lennon letters that were sold by Warren through Cameo Auction House in 2011. 

 

Above Left: The envelope sample and middle and right: the Lennon samples.  



 

Curously the handwriting Warren claims is that belonging to some enlisted airman at the bottom of the 

document is written at the same angle that Warens uses. 

 

Here are two of Warrens samples which are written at the same forward angle as the handwriting at the 

bottom of the medical document.  

Conclusion: 

 Warren fabricated this medical document in order to reenforce his verbal claims of allegedly getting 

damage done to his eyes as a result of allegedly being present on the third night of events at 

Rendlesham. By examinging the in proccessing sheet, it is clear that the only reason Warren would 

need to fabricate the document is if he was not cleared for duty at the time in question and not a 

participant in the events. By fabricating the date, Warren was able to create the illusion that he was 

indeed trained and on D Flight. The document is a fabrication created to back up Warrens claims. 

Warren was obviously not cleared for duty on D flight at the time and therefore could NEVER have 

been standing in Capel Green when the alleged explosion of light occurred.  

 

 But to further back up his claims of being present when this alleged event occurred, Warren further 

alleges that damage was done to his eyes as a result of being a close range participant.So he presents 

this medical document to reinforce the belief that he became injured as a result. 

 

  Despite Warren claiming that none of the handwriting on this document is his own- his other samples 

prove time and time again that Warren is lying about these documents.   

 

 

 This medical document was further debunked as being fabricated when it was established that Dr 

Echols was actually an ortapedic doctor and was not an eye specalist as Warren claims.  



 

 It is my personal conclusion that Warren fabricated this medical document to reinforce the claim that 

he was present when the alleged events transpired. By producing this document Warren is attempting 

to back up his verbal claims of being present by claiming to have received damage to his eyes.  

 

 It is clear from the fabricated In Processing sheet that Warren was not cleared for duty at the time of 

these incidents and that this alleged incident, allegedly causing damage to his eyes simply never took 

place.  

 

 The excerpts I have highlighed on the numerous pages within LAEG therefore are fictional accounts 

of ficticious events.  

 

 Mr Warren was not involved in the Rendlesham Forest Incidents whatsoever and fabricated his 

account based on known facts and other eyewitness testimony. 

 

 It is impossible therefore that Warren could have ever been a genuine eyewitness and Whistleblower 

to these events if he was not cleared for duty. These documents have been established to be fraudulent 

and the only motivation that Warren could have had for their creation was to back up his verbal 

claims of being an alleged participant in the Rendlesham Forest Incident.  

 

 He cannot be a gunuine eyewitness or whistleblower if he was not involved. 

 

I hope this information is of assistance to anyone with a desire to know the truth regarding this matter. 

This is by no means a complete review of the evidence gathered but should serve enough to point out that 

Warrens account in LAEG is a complete work of fiction.  

My extended thanks to Sacha Christie, Alyson Dunlop, David Young and also to Nick Pope, Colonel 

Charles Halt and John and Dawn Hanson for their continued support during this investigation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Links and other useful information. 

The cowboy shirt May Pang denied ever giving to Warren 

https://goldinauctions.com/1974_john_lennon_owned_and_worn_cowboy_shirt_from_-lot19905.aspx  

Links to the cowboy hat and sunglasses Warren sold in 2011 at Cameo 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-berkshire-14475165  

https://www.theguardian.com/music/2011/aug/01/john-lennon-hat-shades-auction  

http://www.gibson.com/News-Lifestyle/News/en-us/lennon-0802-2011.aspx  

https://www.facebook.com/RendleshamUFO/posts/1546753642054446 

http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/john-lennon-hat-and-shades-to-fetch-145309 

http://sacha-christie-infomaniachousewife.blogspot.co.uk/2017/05/larry-warren-auction-sales-

document-3.html 

https://www.newburytoday.co.uk/news/news/1993/john-lennons-accessories-at-berkshire-

auction.html 

http://www..com/news/music/john-lennon-48-1277421 

http://www.reviewstalk.com/complaints-reviews/cameo-auctioneers-l19192.html 

Cameo busted 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-berkshire-30556914 

http://www.nationaltradingstandards.uk/news/operation-kennet-cameo-auction-fraud-investigation/  

http://www.getreading.co.uk/news/reading-berkshire-news/cameo-auctions-fraud-trading-standards-

8822003 

http://www.newburytoday.co.uk/news/news/6502/cameo-former-auction-house-boss-arrested.html  

http://www.newburytoday.co.uk/news/news/13085/cameo-auction-bosses-guilty-says-jury.html 

http://en.artmediaagency.com/98745/bosses-of-cameo-auction-house-charged-with-fraud/  

https://www.antiquestradegazette.com/news/2014/cameo-fraud-trial-sets-out-list-of-scams/ 

https://www.antiquestradegazette.com/news/2015/cameo-crooks-convicted-over-series-of-scams/ 

Rare and Signed.com  

http://www.rareandsigned.com/  

https://goldinauctions.com/1974_john_lennon_owned_and_worn_cowboy_shirt_from_-lot19905.aspx
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-berkshire-14475165
https://www.theguardian.com/music/2011/aug/01/john-lennon-hat-shades-auction
http://www.gibson.com/News-Lifestyle/News/en-us/lennon-0802-2011.aspx
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http://www..com/news/music/john-lennon-48-1277421
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-berkshire-30556914
http://www.nationaltradingstandards.uk/news/operation-kennet-cameo-auction-fraud-investigation/
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http://www.newburytoday.co.uk/news/news/6502/cameo-former-auction-house-boss-arrested.html
http://www.newburytoday.co.uk/news/news/13085/cameo-auction-bosses-guilty-says-jury.html
http://en.artmediaagency.com/98745/bosses-of-cameo-auction-house-charged-with-fraud/
https://www.antiquestradegazette.com/news/2014/cameo-fraud-trial-sets-out-list-of-scams/
https://www.antiquestradegazette.com/news/2015/cameo-crooks-convicted-over-series-of-scams/
http://www.rareandsigned.com/


http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/weird-news/john-lennon-ufo-sighting-recorded-5927338  

http://www.dailypost.co.uk/news/north-wales-news/john-lennon-ufo-link-north-9490684 

http://www.thescarboroughnews.co.uk/news/offbeat/lennon-ufo-sketch-heads-across-the-universe-to-

filey-1-7360394  

http://silentcircle.co.uk/john-lennon-ufo-sketch-is-a-fake-big-surprise/  

http://www.theblackvault.com/casefiles/was-john-lennon-ufo-sighting-recorded-in-rare-drawing-by-

the-beatles-frontman/# 

http://www.latest-ufo-sightings.net/2015/06/mystery-investigator-owns-the-ufo-sighting-sketch-of-

john-lennon.html 

https://ledgernote.com/blog/life/john-lennon-sketched-ufo/ 

http://sacha-christie-infomaniachousewife.blogspot.co.uk/2016/06/fake-john-lennon-ufo-sketch-

mystery.html 
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